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Risley Cow
l

by Katie Clary
The bold, structured borders of this piece contrast beautifully
with the lace section of this cowl for a piece that’s both warm
and airy. These fun crochet shell stitches fly across the pretty
netting in a delicate pattern that’s as fun to make as it is to wear.

Needle Size: US J/10 (6 mm) crochet hook

Notions: Scissors, Tapestry needle

Yarn: Knitologie Glowing Worsted in colorway “Light Up”
40% Superwash Merino Wool, 30% Silk, 30% Baby Alpaca
150 yds (137 m) / 100 g; 2 skeins (280 yd/265 m) used

Gauge: 14 sts x 12 rnds = 4” (10 cm) in Lace Pattern, lightly 
blocked so the lace lies flat. 

1 pattern repeat is 3.5” (9 cm) wide
12 rounds is 4” (10 cm) tall. 

Finished Measurements
35” (39 cm) circumference, 11” (28 cm) height. 

Notes
There are extra slipped stitches at the beginning of Round 8
and Round 10. This offsets the seam but keeps the pattern
repeat to 4 rows. When counting skipped stitches, both 
stitches and chains count as one stitch. The attached chart 
details the lace pattern but does not show the
beginning and end of each round.

rep: repeat
rs: right side
sc: single crochet
sl: slip stitch(es)
sk: skip

ch(s): chain(s)
cl: cluster stitch
dc: double crochet
hdc: half double crochet
lp(s): loop(s)

Cluster stitch (cl): yarn over, insert hook in indicated stitch, yarn over 
and pull up a loop, yarn over and pull through two loops, yarn over, 
insert hook in same stitch, yarn over and pull up a loop, yarn over and 
pull through two loops, yarn over and pull through remaining 3 loops.

Stitch into Hdc third loop:
https://youtu.be/d2nyqJZBfvA
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Instructions
Ch 120, sl to join, being careful not to twist your chain.

Border
Round 1: Ch 1, hdc in each st around, sl to join. [120 hdc]

Round 2: Ch 1, working through third loops only sc in each st around, sl 
to join. [120 sc]

Round 3: Ch 2, *cl, ch 1, sk 1,* repeat * to * around, sl to join. [60 cl]

Round 4: Ch 1, hdc in each st and ch around, sl to join. [120 hdc]

Round 5: Ch 1, working through third loops only sc in each st around, sl 
to join. [120 sc]

Lace Section
Round 6: Ch 1, *sc 2, ch 5, sk 3, sc,* repeat * to * nineteen times, sl to 
join. [60 sc and 20 ch-5 lps]

Round 7: Ch 1, * sc, ch 3, sk 3,* repeat * to * thirty-nine times, sl to
join. [40 sc and 40 ch-3 lps]

Round 8: Sl 3, *sc 2, sk 2, 5 dc in next st, sk 2, sc 3, ch 5, sk 5, sc,* 
repeat * to * nine times, sl to join. [60 sc, 10 ch-5 lps, 10 5-dc shells]

Round 9: Ch 1, *sc, ch 3, sk 3,* repeat * to * thirty nine times, sl to join. 
[40 sc and 40 ch-3 lps]

Round 10: Sl 3, *sc 2, ch 5, sk 5, sc,* repeat * to * nineteen times, sl to 
join. [60 sc and 20 ch-5 lps]

Round 11: Ch 1, *sc, ch 3, sk 3,* repeat * to * thirty-nine times, sl to join. 
[40 sc and 40 ch-3 lps]

Rounds 12-31: Repeat Rounds 8-11 five times.

Round 32: Sl 3, *sc 2, ch 3, sk 5, sc* repeat * to * nineteen times, sl
to join. [60 sc, 20 ch-3 lps]

Border
Repeat Rounds 1-5. When working the Round 1 repeat, work into both 
the stitches and chains from previous round.

Fasten off and weave in all ends. Block as desired.

Chart
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Risley Cowl format & photos © KnitCrate 2019
Pattern & charts © Katie Clary 2019

No part of this pattern may be reproduced for profit or sale. 
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